Seven genetically diverse parents of chickpea were crossed in five combinations (RSG-895 x RSG-888, RSG-888 x ICC-4958, IPC-94-94 x RSG-888, CSJD-901 x RSG-931 and BG-362 x RSG-931) to develop F 1 , F 2 and F 3 hybrid progenies. Five generations viz., P 1 , P 2 , F 1 , F 2 and F 3 were grown in a compact family block design under irrigated and rainfed conditions to estimate the gene effects for yield and yield components. Scaling test 'C' and 'D' as well as joint scaling test revealed presence of epistatic in all the crosses for all the characters studied viz., days to 50% flowering, days to maturity, plant height, fruiting branches per plant, pods per plant, seeds per pod, biological yield per plant, seed yield per plant, harvest index, 100-seed weight and protein content under both the conditions. Both main effects additive (d) and dominance (h) were important for all the characters in all the crosses under both the conditions except 100-seed weight, where only additive effect was found important. Both additive x additive (i) and dominance x dominance (l) interaction effects were also important for all the characters in all the crosses under both the conditions except 100-seed weight, where only additive x additive interaction was found important. Generally, the magnitudes of dominance (h) and dominance x dominance (l) were prevailed over additive (d) and additive x additive (i) effects, respectively. Duplicate type of epistasis was observed in all the cases, where epistasis was established. Thus, it can be concluded that additive, dominance, additive x additive (i) and dominance x dominance (l) effects contributed significantly to the inheritance of various component characters in chickpea under both irrigated and rainfed conditions. These results implies the use of recurrent selection by way of intermating the desirable segregants followed by selection or biparental approach/intermating of segregants in early segregating generations for improvement of these components characters in chickpea under both the conditions.
Introduction
Chickpea (Cicer arietinum L.) is the third most important pulse crop (after dry bean and pea) and currently grown on about 10 mha world wide, with 95% cultivation in the developing countries. In Asia, India accounts for 65.3% of the area and 67.2% of the production. Chickpea has special significance in the diet of the predominantly vegetarian population of India as it contains more protein, which is complementary with cereals in amino acids profile. However, production and productivity of chickpea have been stagnant for the past three decades. One of the main reason is its sensitive to moisture stress at critical stages as more than 80% area under chickpea is rainfed.
The precise knowledge of the nature of gene action for yield attributing traits helps in the choice of an effective breeding strategy to accelerate the pace of genetic improvement of seed yield. Most of the reports for gene action in chickpea are based on the diallel mating (Katiyar & Singh, 1980 , Deshmukh & Bhapkar, 1982 which does not provide information regarding non-allelic gene actions. The non-allelic gene actions could inflate the measures of additive and dominance components. Further, Toledo et al. (1991) suggested that the fiveparameter model was good as the back cross studies for estimation of gene effects and gives satisfactory results.
Statistical Analysis
ANOVA was performed as per compact family block design for comparison of crosses as well as generations of each cross. Pooled analysis of variance was also done over two environments (Irrigated and rainfed) according to Panse and Sukhatme (1985) . The scale tests 'C' and 'D' (Mather, 1949) were applied to test the presence or absence of non-allelic interaction. Joint Scaling (Cavalli, 1952) was applied to find out the presence of interaction and estimate the m, (d) and (h) parameters. Significant χ 2 -values of joint scaling test suggested the inadequacy of additive-dominance model and it was considered appropriate to use five-parameter model of Hayman (1958) for the estimation of gene effects under both the conditions.
Results and Discussion
The mean squares from ANOVA presented in Table 1 showed that there were significant differences among crosses as well as in generations. The pooled analysis of variance over environments (irrigated and rainfed) presented in Table 2 , revealed highly significant differences between environments for all the characters in all the crosses except for seeds per pod in cross RSG-888 x ICC-4958 and BG-362 x RSG-931. Significant differences between the environments, indicating the effect of environments on expression of characters. Generation x Environment interaction also significant for most of the characters in all the crosses except for seeds per pod in RSG-895 x RSG-888, RSG-888 x ICC-4958 and BG-362 x RSG-931, for 100-seed weight in RSG-888 x ICC-4958, IPC-94-94 x RSG-888 and BG-362 x RSG-931 and protein content in RSG-895 x RSG-888 and RSG-888 x ICC-4958, which indicated the variable effect of environments on the expression of characters. The scaling tests 'C' and 'D' and Joint Scaling test (χ 2 -values) indicated the presence of epistatic interactions in all the crosses for all the characters under both the conditions (Table 3 ). The genetic architecture of individual characters is discussed below.
Days to 50% Flowering
Both additive (d) and dominance (h) effects were significant in all the crosses under both the conditions except for dominance in IPC-94-94 x RSG-888 under rainfed, with a greater magnitude of dominance than additive, indicating predominance of dominance for days to 50% flowering. Similarly, both additive x additive (i) and dominance x dominance (l) interactions were significant in all the crosses under both the conditions except for additive x additive in RSG-895 x RSG-888 and CSJD-901 x RSG-931 and dominance x dominance in IPC-94-94 x RSG-888 in irrigated condition. Higher magnitude of dominance x dominance than additive x additive indicated the importance of dominance x dominance (l) for inheritance of this trait. 
Days to Maturity
Main effects i.e., additive (d) and dominance (h) were significant in all the crosses under both the conditions. Among the two, the magnitudes of dominance effect prevailed over their respective additive gene effects in all the crosses except RSG-888 x ICC-4958 in irrigated and IPC-94-94 x RSG-888 in both irrigated and rainfed conditions, indicating importance of dominance effect in the inheritance of this trait. Among the digenic interactions, additive x additive (i) and dominance x dominance (l) interactions were significant in all the crosses under both the conditions except additive x additive in RSG-895 x RSG-888 and dominance x dominance in IPC-94-94 x RSG-888 under rainfed. Higher magnitude of dominance x dominance (l) than additive x additive (i) interaction in all the crosses except IPC-94-94 x RSG-888 under both the conditions-indicated its importance in the inheritance of this trait. 
Plant Height
Main effects, additive (d) and dominance (h) were significant in all the crosses under both the conditions except CSJD-901x RSG-931 under rainfed condition, with greater magnitude of dominance than additive component, indicating predominance of dominance effect for this trait. Both additive x additive (i) and dominance x dominance (l) effects were equally important in the inheritance of this trait. However, the magnitude of dominance x dominance effect prevailed over the additive x additive effect in all the crosses under both the conditions except RSG-888 x ICC-4958 and IPC-94-94 x RSG-888 under irrigated condition, indicating preponderance of dominance x dominance effect in the inheritance of this trait.
Fruiting Branches per Plant
Both additive (d) and dominance (h) effects were significant in all the crosses under both the conditions except for additive effect in BG-362 x RSG-931 under rainfed condition. The higher magnitude of dominance than additive effect in most of the crosses indicate importance of dominance effect in the inheritance of this trait. Additive x additive (i) and dominance x dominance (l) interactions were also significant in all the crosses under both the conditions except additive x additive (i) in RSG-895 x RSG-888 under irrigated, CSJD-901 x RSG-931 under both the conditions and dominance x dominance (l) in CSJD-901 x RSG-931 under irrigated condition. Higher magnitude of dominance x dominance (l) than additive x additive (i) effect, indicated the importance of dominance x dominance effect.
Pods per Plant
The main effects, additive (d) and dominance (h) were important in all the crosses except for dominance in IPC-94-94 x RSG-888 under rainfed condition. However, relative magnitude and desirable positive signs revealed the preponderance of dominance (h) over the additive (d) effect, indicating importance of dominance (h) effect for this trait under both the conditions. Among the interaction effects, additive x additive (i) and dominance x dominance (l) interactions were significant for all the crosses under both the conditions except for additive x additive (i) in RSG-895 x RSG-888 and CSJD-901 x RSG-931 under rainfed condition. Higher magnitude of dominance x dominance (l) than additive x additive (i) interaction indicated that dominance x dominance (l) interaction was important for this trait under both the conditions.
Seeds per Pod
Dominance gene effects were significant for seeds per pod in all the crosses in both the conditions as well as in pooled analysis over environments except IPC-94-94 x RSG-888 under both the conditions and additive effects were significant only in RSG-888 x ICC-4958 under pooled, IPC-94-94 x RSG-888 under rainfed and in CSJD-901 x RSG-931 under irrigated condition, indicating importance of dominance effect in the inheritance of this trait. Among the interaction effects, additive x additive (i) gene effect was significant in all the crosses under both irrigated and rainfed conditions as well as in pooled analysis over environments, whereas dominance x dominance (l) gene action was significant only in two crosses i.e., RSG-895 x RSG-888 and RSG-888 x ICC-4958 under pooled analysis over environments, indicating the importance of additive x additive (i) effect in the inheritance of this trait.
Biological Yield per Plant
WIth regards to main effects both the main effects i.e., additive (d) and dominance (h) were important for the inheritance of this trait in all the crosses under both the conditions except for dominance in IPC-94-94 x RSG-888 under rainfed and in CSJD-901 x RSG-931 under irrigated condition. However, the magnitude of dominance (h) effect was higher than additive effect-indicating predominance of dominance effect for this trait. Similar, reports were also reported by Bhardwaj and Sandhu (2007) and Gupta et al. (2007) . Additive x additive (i) and dominance x dominance (l) effects were also important for the inheritance of this trait in all the crosses under both the conditions except for additive x additive (i) in RSG-888 x ICC-4958 and dominance x dominance (l) in BG-362 x RSG-931 under irrigated condition. The magnitude of dominance x dominance (l) was higher than the additive x additive (i) which-indicated that dominance x dominance interaction played greater role in controlling of this trait.
Seed Yield per Plant
Both main effects i.e., additive (d) and dominance (h) were significant in all the crosses under both the conditions except for dominance in RSG-895 x RSG-888 and RSG-888 x ICC-4958 under irrigated condition. The magnitudes of dominance (h) were higher than their respective additive effect, indicating predominance of dominance effect for the inheritance of seed yield per plant. Additive x additive (i) and dominance x dominance (l) effects were also significant in all crosses under both the conditions except for additive x additive (i) in IPC-94-94 x RSG-888 under irrigated and CSJD-901 x RSG-931 under both the conditions with a greater magnitude of dominance x dominance interaction which-indicated the importance of dominance x dominance (l) interaction in controlling the inheritance of this trait.
Harvest Index
Both the main effects additive (d) and dominance (h) were significant in all the crosses under both the conditions except for dominance (h) in RSG-888 x ICC-4958 under rainfed, additive (d) in CSJD-901 x RSG-931 under irrigated and both additive (d) and dominance (h) in BG-362 x RSG-931 under both the conditions with a greater magnitude of dominance than additive effect-indicating predominance of dominance effect for the inheritance of this trait in both rainfed and irrigated conditions. The digenic interactions (i) and (l) were significant in all the cases except for additive x additive (i) in RSG-895 x RSG-888 under rainfed and CSJD-901 x RSG-931 under irrigated and for dominance x dominance (l) in RSG-888 x ICC-4958 and BG-362 x RSG-931 under irrigated condition with a greater magnitude of dominance x dominance (l), indicating importance of dominance x dominance (l) for the inheritance of this trait.
100-seed Weight
Among the main effects, additive effect (d) was significant in all the crosses in both the conditions as well as in pooled analysis over environments (irrigated and rainfed) except RSG-895 x RSG-888 and CSJD-901 x RSG-931 under rainfed, whereas dominance (h) effect was non-significant in all the cases-indicating importance of additive effect in the inheritance of 100-seed weight. Among the interaction effects, additive x additive (i) effect was significant in all the crosses under both the conditions as well as in pooled analysis over environments, except in RSG-895 x RSG-888 and CSJD-901 x RSG-931 under irrigated, whereas dominance x dominance (l) effect was found non-significant in all the cases-indicating role of additive x additive (i) in controlling the inheritance of this trait.
Protein Content
The main effects additive (d) and dominance (h) were important for this trait, since both were significant in all the cases except for dominance (h) in RSG-888 x ICC-4958 in pooled analysis over environments and in IPC-94-94 x RSG-888 and CSJD-901 x RSG-931 under rainfed. Higher magnitude of dominance than additive effect in most of the cases indicated the greater role of dominance effect in the inheritance of this trait. Additive x additive (i) was significant in all the eight cases, however, dominance x dominance (l) was significant in only three cases under both the conditions including pooled analysis over environments-which indicated importance of additive x additive interaction for the inheritance of this trait.
In all the crosses under both the conditions, non-allelic interactions were predominant for most of the characters. The non-additive gene effects played greater role in the inheritance of all the characters under both the conditions except for 100-seed weight. Earlier Singh and Ramanujam (1981) , Patil et al. (1987) , Pandey and Tiwari (1989) , Shinde and Deshmukh (1990) , Mandal (1992) , Girase and Deshmukh (2000) , Mehla et al. (2000) , Singh et al. (2001) , Patil et al. (2004) , Bhardwaj and Sandhu (2007) , Gupta et al. (2006) and Gupta et al. (2007) also reported that both additive and non-additive gene actions for yield and yield contributing characters in chickpea.
Conclusion
In the present study non-additive gene effects viz., dominance (h) and dominance x dominance (l) was controlling the expression of most of the characters under both the conditions and it is suggested that breeders should follow such methods which can mop-up the genes to form superior gene constellations interacting in a favorable manner. Hence, it is suggested that recurrent selection by way of intermating the desirable segregants followed by selection or biparental approach/intermating of segregants in early segregating generations for improvement of yield contributing characters should be followed.
